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An advanced online tool for  
genealogical research
Designed specifically to empower researchers to enrich 
their histories and reveal the stories behind their family 
trees, this essential genealogy resource instructs users 
in proper research methods, helping them organize and 
define goals to build the best possible family tree. Gale 
Genealogy Connect makes it easy for users to access  
genealogical content and discover the information  
most meaningful to their research.

Gale Genealogy Connect features a wide range of  
comprehensive references and is powered by authoritative 
information from Genealogical.com – the parent company 
of Genealogical Publishing and Clearfield Company,  
leading publishers of works on  
genealogy and family history. 
These unique references – 
available for the first time in a 
fully searchable format –  
cover such topics as 
genealogy best practices; 
research methods and 
sources; immigration;  
royal and noble ancestry; 
and much more. 

Help your genealogy enthusiasts and researchers make deeper connections  

while exploring their family roots. Gale Genealogy Connect – the ideal 

complement to fact/people-based genealogy sources – fills in the rich 

context and real stories surrounding chronology that pre-dates  

accessible public records.



For more information or to register for a free trial, contact your 
Gale Representative at 1-800-877-GALE, or visit www.gale.com/genealogy
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Connect the dots with authoritative contextual  
information, where the full story lives
Gale Genealogy Connect will include more than 1,500 reference works formerly available only  
in print or on CD-ROM, including trusted sources from Genealogical Publishing and Clearfield 
Company. With intuitive searching options and unlimited 24/7 access, researchers can find 
information easier than ever before. Instead of spending hours scanning books looking for 
mentions of a specific family name, researchers can use Gale Genealogy Connect to search 
quickly  across multiple volumes, identifying connections and enriching family history.

Gale Genealogy Connect includes the following collections:

Getting Started — With a unique collection of research guides called “Genealogy at a 
Glance,” this group of 32 books lays a rock-solid foundation on which to build your family 
history. If you’re a beginner to genealogy, start with the simplest book, William Dollarhide’s 
Managing a Genealogical Project.

Essentials — Essential books show you how to define goals and conduct research using  
census records and immigration records.

Colonial and Revolutionary — Colonial and Revolutionary books fill in details prior to  
the first census of 1790. They focus on early settlements, soldiers, courthouse records,  
bible records and westward migrations.

Immigration — This collection makes vast records accessible, identifying immigrants of  
every background: The original Pennsylvania German immigrants, the Huguenots of  
New York and South Carolina, and Irish immigrants, fleeing the Great Famine.

Royal and Noble — From Charlemagne to Princess Diana, pedigrees are rendered in the  
form of charts, narratives and lineage records.

Native American — These books help determine connections to the Cherokee, Choctaw, 
Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole nations.

New England — The early settlers of New England are the ancestors of over 30 million people living 
today.  These books contain landmark publications on Massachusetts and Connecticut marriages by 
Frederic W. Bailey and standard works including Susan Roser’s books, Mayflower Births & Deaths and 
Mayflower Deeds & Probates.


